Shelves delay library opening

BY TOM CONLON

The five-story, $11.5 million Robert E. Kennedy Library is still closed because bookshelves aren’t yet installed. That’s the word from Cal Poly’s dean of facilities planning, Douglas Gerard. The ad

Library Director David Walch, left, and bu"keton whale at Honda Point

The opening of the 5-story, $11.5 million Robert E. Kennedy Library has been delayed until after Christmas break because the firm contracted to supply shelves and braces missed its deadline.

The building has three times the floor space—200,000 sq. ft.—of the present library, and will be able to seat over 2,000 students. Some of its special features include two passenger elevators and a 10-study room equipped with blackboards and over-head projectors. Although there is a room in the only one equipped with air conditioning, the building is noticeably cooler than the old library.

Students are not the only ones disappointed by the delay in the move—the library staff has also been struggling with the inadequacies of the present library.

"We don’t even have enough room for all the books we have," Library Director David Walch said.

Except for the Technical Services department, which moved into the new building at the beginning of the quarter, it has been business as usual for the library staff.

"I don’t think it (the delay) has had a negative impact at all, but we are all eagerly awaiting the move," Walch said.

The move will begin during final exam week, starting with the fourth floor of the stacks. Services will not be cut back at this time, and the first floor reserve room of the Kennedy Library will be open to make up for lost studying space due to the disturbance.

Two people will be employed to trace any books involved in the move that a student may want. The books will be brought by bicycle from the new library to the old to accommodate the student as soon as possible.

"The move shouldn't really disrupt student services at all," Judy Drake, a library employee said.

Once the quarter is over both libraries will be closed to the public, and a crew of 150 to 200 will start the immense task of moving not only all of the books but most of the furniture and office equipment as well.

Sixty to a 100 full and part-time job opportunities will be available to students willing to assist with the move. For further information, contact Paul Adalian at his office in the reference room of the library.

Poly students help clean blue whale near Lompoc

BY TOM KINZOLING

A group of Cal Poly students, using machetes and butcher knives, recently finished cleaning a 75-ton blue whale off Honda Point beach near Lompoc.

The 75-foot blue whale, which took a total of six weeks to strip and remove by crane from a cliff area, will have its skeleton reconstructed and displayed in the Santa Barbara County Museum.

"I would like to have the whale skeleton displayed at the Cal Poly campus at Poly Royal," said Jerry Belair, president of the Cal Poly Cetacean Society, and chief of the Poly Royal Chapter of the American Cetacean Society.

Belair said exiled over obtaining a complete blue whale skeleton for the museum consisting of over 120 bones. It will be only one such specimen in the world, he said.

Belair said they had a lot of champagne at a recent party in Santa Barbara to celebrate the successful removal of the whale from the cliff area.

There were a few problems.

Belair, a biology major at Poly, said his chapter of the nationwide American Cetacean Society is dedicated to the society’s goals of education, research and whale watching.
FAMILY ISSUES DISCUSSED IN ROME

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Some Catholic cardinals and bishops from Western and Third World countries have asked Pope John Paul's first synod to examine the problem of the church's stand on birth control, posing a potential dilemma for the church's ban on contraception. In most cases, the bishops made it clear that they are not pressing for any specific change.

Rep convicted for accepting bribe

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. John W. Jenrette was convicted Tuesday night of accepting a bribe from an FBI undercover agent, who said he represented a wealthy Arab needing special immigration legislation.

The jury also convicted John R. Stowe, a Richmond, Va., businessman, who was charged with aiding and abetting Jenrette in the bribery.

The verdict was announced at 6:15 p.m. EDT. After the jury foreman, Sylvia Parker, announced the verdicts, Jenrette, sitting at the defense table, bowed his head and sobbed with his hands covering his face.

The judge of eight women and four men returned their verdicts in U.S. District Court after some four hours of deliberation that began just after lunch. The verdict was announced at 6:15 p.m. EDT.

The largest dump is located about 15 miles off the Delaware coast, but the site that caused the most furor is near the Farallon Islands, near San Francisco, where inhosppitable chunks of rock about 25 miles west of San Francisco, 45,000 barrels were dumped at about 50 feet below the government's decision to dump Farallon Islands.

The largest dump is located about 15 miles off the Delaware coast, but the site that caused the most furor is near the Farallon Islands, near San Francisco, where inhosppitable chunks of rock about 25 miles west of San Francisco, 45,000 barrels were dumped at about 50 feet below the government's decision to dump Farallon Islands.

The military technical team has been sent to Saudi Arabia to study ways of improving the effectiveness of that country's air defense warning network because of the war between Iran and Iraq, the Pentagon and Tuesday. This is the latest in a series of meetings aimed at helping the Saudi Arabians strengthen their air defenses against the possibility of a spillover from the war between Saudi Arabia's Persian Gulf neighbors.

Previously, the Pentagon dispatched four highly sophisticated air borne warning and command post planes as well as a mobile ground radar set to shore up Saudi Arabia's warning network.

The team of Air Force and Army specialists began arriving in Saudi Arabia Oct. 2 and was joined Tuesday by its commander, Air Force Maj. Gen. John L. Piotrowski, 3 Tactical Air Command exp erat on air defense. Pentagon spokesmen Thomas R. Cross told reporters the Saudi Arabians, who are the United States' biggest arms customers, have made no new requests for equipment beyond the airborne and ground radar in connection with the current Persian Gulf war crisis.

The Saudi air defense force is made up primarily of U.S.-built fighters, some 250 of U.S. built F-15 fighters.
There is a lot more to life than studying, sleeping, eating and going to the bathroom. Every shuffling beat and watching the cube can become boring. It's time to let the fun begin.

The intramural program has ballooned every which way and will offer 67 programs, more than double the number of last year's programs, by the end of the year, according to the new Director of Recreation and Intramurals Denny Byrne.

In addition to the traditional events offered like basketball, tennis, raquetball, volleyball, football, and other participation causing activities, the intramural program caters to those who prefer to sweat less. Tournaments in table tennis, backgammon, Monopoly, cribbage, and even bocce have all been annexed and added to the program. Byrne said.

The intramural programs began growth last summer when the program split from the sports department after the recommendation of the Athletic Talk Force and was joined to the student affairs center.

Byrne was hired to fill the new full-time position of director and coordinator of recreation and intramurals.

The goal, Byrne said, is to resurrect 100 different programs and get 60 to 80 percent of the students involved. Programs will be offered to men, women, students, disabled persons, faculty and staff.

Another improvement Byrne wants to see is the removal of the limits of team numbers, caused mainly by equipment shortages.

Next week intramurals will receive two cabinets containing $1,000 worth of equipment. Still, Byrne said the intramural department has only one-fourth of the equipment it needs to function fully.

ASI has allotted the program $10,000 but Byrne said his plans call for about $35,000, which is why entry fees are charged.

Not only does the recreation and intramural department need equipment to grow, but it also needs manpower. About 100 paying positions must be filled to man the operation. Positions include team officials, pool personnel, recreation and intramural personnel. Byrne, former intramural director of Cortland State College in New York said he wants any suggestions to develop a comprehensive, quality program.
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Birth control
A birth control workshop for men and women will be from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Thursdays throughout the quarter. The free workshop, sponsored by the Health Center will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different types of birth control.

Byrne, former intramural director at Cortland State College in New York said he wants any suggestions to develop a comprehensive, quality program.
Staff writer

Temporary trailers will continue to supply Cal Poly faculty members with offices for the next five years, although there is still a shortage of permanent office space, according to Doug Gerard.

"Until we make anymore major moves, we are renovations the existing library and there will be faculty art offices in there. Engineering South will be our next major construction and it will have 50 to 100 faculty offices," said Gerard. "The Engineering South project is still in planning." Twelve of the temporary trailers were removed from the campus when Cal Poly's new faculty office building was completed last June. The trailers are owned by the California State University and Colleges and transferred from college to college according to need.

"In the ten remaining trailers there are 60 office spaces. Faculty members from all departments were moved from temporary offices to permanent ones, according to Gerard.

Campus cottages continue to supply temporary offices for faculty members of the child development department. All three of the cottages are in use now. Cal Poly's extended education program and the teaching laboratory occupy the other two cottages. Basically we're in a holding mode until 1985. When we do have new offices the trailers will be removed," said Gerard.

"I'd say that the people in the new offices are pretty happy considering that they came from a less desirable office," the sisters of ZETA TAU ALPHA proudly congratulate our 27 "I-OT-A" great pledges...

We the sisters of ZETA TAU ALPHA, according to Gerard.

For the next five years, I proudly congratulate our 27 "I-OT-A" great pledges... for the next five years, according to Doug Gerard.

In the ten remaining trailers there are 60 office spaces. Faculty members from all departments were moved from temporary offices to permanent ones, according to Gerard.

Campus cottages continue to supply temporary offices for faculty members of the child development department. All three of the cottages are in use now. Cal Poly's extended education program and the teaching laboratory occupy the other two cottages. Basically we're in a holding mode until 1985. When we do have new offices the trailers will be removed," said Gerard.

"I'd say that the people in the new offices are pretty happy considering that they came from a less desirable office.

Commission will decide on auto import sanctions

WASHINGTON (AP) -- To listen to Japanese automakers these days, American cars are as roomy, as technologically advanced, as mechanically sound as any Datsun or Toyota.

The high praise from strange quarters is actually part of a strategy to try to avert import controls which the United Auto Workers and Ford Motor Co. want slapped on Japanese cars and trucks now streaming into the United States. The toughy issue comes before the federal Interstate Trade Commission on Wednesday: its decision could affect Detroit's shaky future, U.S. joblessness and relations with a steady Asian ally.

Specifically, Ford is seeking an import limit of 1.7 million cars and 260,000 light trucks annually for five years. In the single year 1979, imports of Japanese vehicles and parts exceeded those numbers.

Ford claims such restrictions would increase domestic sales by 3.9 million to 5.4 million, raise car company earnings by $6 billion to $8 billion and expand domestic employment by 170,000 to 240,000.

The panel's recommendation to President Carter, expected by late November, will be based on powerful statistical:

- Japan's share of U.S. auto imports jumped from 33.6 percent in 1975 to 62 percent during the first half of 1980; light truck imports rose from 46.7 percent to 66.7 percent.

- Japan's portion of the United States' $5 billion to $8 billion raise car industry earnings.

- Ford claims such restrictions would increase domestic sales by 3.9 million to 5.4 million, raise car company earnings by $6 billion to $8 billion and expand domestic employment by 170,000 to 240,000.
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**Frenchmen stage anti-Semitism march**

PARIS (AP)—New attacks against Jews were reported in France today, as thousands of people marched in Paris to express outrage over a resurgence of anti-Semitism. Police reported a dozen attacks against Jewish homes or businesses in the southern French city of Montpellier. They said a fire bomb was thrown at a Jewish-owned grocery store in Grenoble, in central France, and there were incidents of anti-Semitic vandalism in smaller cities. No injuries were reported.

Crowds estimated as high as 100,000 took to the streets of Paris for a march and a two-hour strike protesting the bombing that killed four people outside a synagogue Friday and other attacks on Jewish institutions in Paris. The march marked the first time since 1945 that representatives from all of France's four major political parties jointly participated.

---

**In One Step**

...you can set your feet on six paths to career advancement!

When Burroughs recruits come to your campus, you will be able to discuss career paths with six different disciplines, trained in Southern California:

- **COMPUTER SYSTEMS GROUP** in Santa Barbara, Mission Viejo and Pasadena
- **COMPONENTS GROUP** in Carlsbad
- **MICRO-COMPONENTS ORGANIZATION** in Rancho Bernardo
- **PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS GROUP** in Westlake Village
- **PROGRAM PRODUCTS GROUP** in Irvine
- **TERMINAL SYSTEMS GROUP** in San Diego

By dividing our company into groups, we are able to offer the resources of a major corporation and the vision of a small creative group. We offer many opportunities for professional growth, from electronics technicians to top management. We're expanding and are looking for new people. If you're interested in a career in electronics, contact one of our representatives.

---

**Burroughs**

---

**Classified**

Call 546-1144

---

**Housing**

DEL VALLEO REALTY
Small homes. Condos and land for sale in all price ranges. Call LUGA 543-8073.

- Female roommates wanted to share furnished apt. 2 blocks from Cal. Pony workshop and wash/dry $15/day. 543-5790.

---

**Help Wanted**

EARN EXTRA CASH

Fastidiously growing international company needs 5-6 weeks to island local operations. Now hiring ambitious people with management potential. Appointments can be made. Call 465-5819.


---

**Services**

SECURITY SERVICES

We type resumes, term papers, senior projects. Call Wayne at 543-6105.

- Typing very reasonable. Emotions excessive. Inquire. 210 S. Main St. under 940, 538-7805.

- TYPST Jr. projects, reports, etc. Inquire. 20th Ave. & Main St., 524-6390. Xerox copier 1 cent. Call Vick 772-1275 or 524-8181 before 5:00. (TF)

---

**Classified**

URGENT THINGS TO DO

- LAST MINUTE TYPING. 500 words for $10. Linda 409-4431. After 5:00.

- UTRAVEL CENTER. Come see the magnificent travel exhibits Tuesday, Then 11-14. 546-1125. "The best of the best to get you out of town." (TF)


- LOST & FOUND

POUND MANS TIME, WATCH DOWNTOWN. CALL 541-0686.

---

**Announcements**


---

**IBM Corporation**

Check out our low prices on Pacific 16 speed drives and accessories. Moped sales and service.

- THE MOPED EMPORIUM. 2109 Broad St. SLO. 543-5971. (10-14)

---

**SECRETARIAL SERVICES**

- Circular Math always accepted. Secretarial services.

---

**For Sale**

Square, 3 bed, 2 bath, 2 car garage, 2 mo. rent neg. Call Robt 544-2932. (10-8)

---
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**Announcements**

Nuclear Energy Forum

Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy (SE) has invited distinguished scientists to participate in this forum of views on nuclear energy. No personal fee or payment of any kind has been made to individuals expressing their opinions here. The views expressed are those of the scientists. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, as a contributor to Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy, is sponsoring this ad.

DR. EUGENE WIGNER ON NUCLEAR SAFETY

"Nuclear plants have the best safety record of any major technology in America."

Eugene P. Wigner
Emeritus Professor of Physics
Princeton University
Nobel Laureate

Dr. Wigner's scientific contributions have been with atomic and nuclear science, and have won him numerous distinctions including the Nobel Prize for Physics, the Atoms for Peace Award, and the Albert Einstein Award. He holds 23 honorary degrees from universities worldwide.

"Nuclear plants have been producing commercial electricity for more than twenty years. In all that time there has not been a single nuclear-related death or injury to any member of the public or plant workers!"

"In the past ten years more than 450,000 Americans have been killed on our highways. Nearly 2,000 have died in coal accidents, 2,700 perished in plane crashes. Yet, no one is demanding a stop to these activities. They are part of the risks we assume in our lifestyle. In the face of nuclear's safety record, it simply doesn't make sense that certain groups ask for a stop to nuclear power."

"Nuclear plants have always been designed with safety as the top priority. The fact that no major industry anywhere can boast a better safety record is proof of the nuclear industry's dedication to safety."

"Even the highly publicized Three Mile Island accident—an event viewed very seriously by the nuclear industry—did not cause a single death or injury. This even though several errors were committed—errors which in the future will certainly be prevented."

"No technology is 100% safe. But the elimination of technology would cause very much more harm than its maintenance. This also applies very much to nuclear energy technology."

"Nuclear energy is a source we desperately need. Without it our dependence on foreign oil would be greater than it is now and energy costs would be even higher."

Formed in 1976, Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy is a society concerned about incorrect, confusing, and untrue information being spread by organized groups against nuclear technology. The efforts of these groups are designed to scare, bewilder, and mislead Americans into abandoning a domestically available nuclear resource that has been thoroughly tested and proven over the past thirty years. Nuclear energy has kept the lights on in much of the country during coal strikes, oil embargoes, and natural gas shortages. The society does not claim that technologies, including nuclear energy, are free of bugs. It also encourages frank and vigorous debates in search of better understanding. The society hopes this series of statements will contribute to the understanding that nuclear energy has the potential to bring enormous benefits to America and the world. It has worked us well for a third of a century. The society supports the continuing efforts of our best minds—not our worst fears—to contribute to utilize this potential wisely and safely.
Sports

Mustangs gazed in football setback

The Cal Poly Mustang football team will be looking to clean up its act Saturday at the Nor-Cal Invitational in Santa Clara. The Mustangs will be looking to clean up the laundry that was left at Ratcliff Stadium in Fresno last season as they get tagged for 14 penalties in key situations for 167 yards. Wide receiver Robin Martin and Louis Jackson almost overcame the penalty problem by raking up to a 500 offensive yards between the two of them.

Martin had the capacity Fresno State crowd on edge when he touched the ball on the kick-off and punt returns. Martin returned four punts for 130 yards, including a first quarter 76-yard touchdown. He returned two kicks for 156 yards. Johnson had the Mustang rushing attack as he carried the ball 29 times for 174 yards, including a 65 touchdown. Cal Poly, as a team, rushed 36 times for 175 yards.

Quarterback Craig Johnson was 12-29 for 109 yards, a 9-yard touchdown pass to Tim Hanifin and two interceptions.

The key to Cuesta's offense is a center drive and a weak-side pick but they do not pass well. Their passing game will be a test for the Mustangs.

Coach Mike Wilton and the Mustang women's volleyball team will defend their title tonight as they host the Bulldogs from Fresno State in the first home game stand.

Both teams are rebuilding off two weekend victories. In two earlier matching this year the Mustangs prevailed, one of times sweeping the Bulldogs 15-7, 15-5.

ATTENTION

Major in Ind. Technology & Bus. Administration

ESD Company, a San Diego based electrical and plumbing distributor, will be interviewing on campus Friday Oct. 17.

We are interested in discussing the challenges and career potential of the wholesale distributing industry and the future growth and expansion of ESD COMPANY.

Offering a training program of up to one year in all aspects of wholesale distribution.

Interested Industrial Technology and Business students graduating in December 1980, June 1981 please contact the Placement Center for an interview time.

Water polo faces test

The Cal Poly Mustang water polo team squares off against the Cuesta College Cougars in the Cal Poly pool tonight for bragging rights of the Central Coast.

The Mustangs have made a come out of nowhere to challenge for the league title this year under the guidance of first year coach Russell Halfpenny.

Cuesta College comes to the Cal Poly campus with an impressive early season including a tournament victory at Ventura.

Cuesta coach, like Cal Poly's Halfpenny, Terry Bowen has turned the two-year old program into a strong and formidable one. In the first year of competition as a team, Cuesta won its league championship and turned in a good performance at the Nor-Cal water polo tournament.

The key to Cuesta's offense is a center drive and a weak-side pick but they do not pass well. Their passing game will be a test for the Mustangs.

The key matchup tonight at 6:30 game will be between Cal Poly hole man Bernie Birnbaum and Cuesta's defensive stopper Greg Fambrough.

"Our setter, Bernie, is the key for us tonight," Cutsino said. "Fambrough will be guarding him like a hawk and Bernie has to have a good game.

"Bowen has assembled a strong nucleus of local players and has pieced together an excellent pro-
gram," Cutcino said.

"Cuesta is well coached and quick but Poly is better than ever. No matter how it turns out, it will be a great game."

We need no introduction—you know who we are and what we do. We do not want to say it, we need you! If you have a BS/EE you will be analyzing and evaluating designs of a wide variety of products, systems and mate-
rusts to determine whether or not they meet acceptable safety levels. You'll deal directly with clients and be a problem solver. We offer the training:

Responsibility, opportunity for advancement into manage-
ment, competitive salaries, excellent benefits, tuition assistance, and much more are waiting for you right now at Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. in Santa Clara, CA.

Meet us in the Placement Office WEDNESDAY, OCT 8, 8:30 am - 4:15 pm

Please sign up now in your Placement Office to discuss a fascinating future.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Hewlett-Packard

If you're looking for quality and innovation... check us out!

Who are we?

We're a world-wide team dedicated to quality in people, products, and services. We've grown from a small business founded in 1939 by two young college graduates to a company of 55,000 people internationally.

• We design and manufacture over 4,500 products in four major categories: computers, electronic test and measurement equipment, analytical instrumentation and medical electronic products.

• During the last decade we grew at an annual rate of more than 21%, achieving a rank of 150th on the 1980 Fortune 500, raising 1979 sales to $2.36 billion.

What opportunities do we offer?

• We believe in recruiting the very best college-educated talent we can find and providing them with a working environment which rewards individual contribution. During the next decade, we plan to hire over 20,000 graduating students.

• We currently have hundreds of professional positions offering immediate responsibility at numerous, choice locations across the U.S. in the following disciplines:

  • electrical, mechanical, chemical, industrial, software development and computer engineering.
  • electronic product development.
  • physics, chemistry, material science.
  • treasury, controllership/accounting and industrial relations.

We're excited about our future... join us!

We'll be on campus to talk with you the week of:

OCT. 22nd & 23rd

Check the placement office for details

We are an equal opportunity affirmative action employer.
Papal request

Catholic bishops in America have recently asked the Pope in Rome to loosen his stand against contraception. The bishops made this request after several years of polling which have consistently shown that most Catholic women in the United States approve of birth control and that slightly less than a majority of those polled use artificial methods of contraception regularly.

The bishops should not be denied their request. The Pope, of course, has his reasons for standing squarely against the opinions of millions of American Catholics. It is true that some men and women in this country could care less about the growth of the world's population and liberally practice birth control as part of their egocentric, hedonistic, live-for-today lifestyles. Many of our people and institutions in the United States act contrary to Catholic dogma and have become decadent and materialistic. It is of grave concern to religious people everywhere.

The fact remains, however, that most women in the United States—including most Catholic women—use artificial methods of preventing pregnancy without any feelings of guilt or remorse.

It's not something the Pope should ignore. In holding his intractable stance against artificial means of contraception, he is losing members in this country because of its anachronistic concept of women's place in life and love.

The millions of Catholic women here shouldn't be damned for rejecting the Church's method of birth 'control' in favor of more reliable methods of contraception.

Whether women in this country are motivated by a sincere altruistic concern for the world's impoverished or by a desire for sexual freedom, American women are helping to solve the world's population problems, inadvertently or not.

Queebs

By Dave Curtis

BY MICHAEL WIRSFELY

For the past year I have enjoyed the convenience and economy of commuting to school on my motor bike. Last Thursday after class I returned to the computer science bike racks where I found a ticket attached to my scooter! I was confused by the fact that I could receive a ticket when the vehicle wasn't even in operation. I was further enraged when I saw it was a parking violation. A parking violation for something that I didn't even know needed a parking sticker?

The idea of a parking permit for my scooter was news to me. And to add to my state of rage, a $7 payment was required to rectify the situation. Thoroughly enraged, I proceeded to the campus police department. After asking about the ticket, I was told to look in the fall schedule. Page 64, sections four and five read:

Page 64, sections four and five read:

"Any vehicle, including mopeds, must have "operable pedals for propulsion by human power." My Express, having no pedals, fell under the heading of "Two wheel and three wheel vehicles." Things were beginning to make sense.

My rage soon evolved into dismay for not reading the schedule completely. I discovered that the above regulations were listed under the section entitled "Motor Vehicle Parking."

I thought to myself: "Of course, I missed it." In the past neither the campus nor myself considered the Express a motor vehicle. Why the sudden change?

Why weren't warnings issued during the first week of school, instead of just writing tickets? Actions like these lead one to think the university needs more money, which certainly can't be true.

While talking to a friend, he cited the fact that the university is concerned with accidents involving mopeds and pedestrians. I realize this is an important point.

Yet, consider the number of bicycles in comparison to the number of mopeds and the like—there are far more bicycles. Consider too the number of times you have almost been hit by bicyclists, especially when walking down Via Carta.

Yet, mopeds and the like are restricted in the inner core and owners must register and restrict their parking. Something seems a little out of kilter, doesn't it?

Author Michael Wirsley is a senior Journalism major and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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